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Abstract

The present dissertation is the result of a project in collaboration with the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), which consisted in the creation of 30
terminological records pertaining to the domain of railway engineering in English,
Italian, and Russian for the terminology portal WIPO Pearl. The objective of the
project is to put into practice the skills acquired during the Information Mining
and Terminology course by creating terminological resources that will contribute to
the standardization of rail terminology across languages and help intellectual prop-
erty professionals, policymakers, researchers, and the general public in navigating
complex concepts. The dissertation consists of three chapters. The first chapter
provides an overview of the main theoretical aspects of terminology and termino-
graphical work with a focus on their characteristics. The second chapter provides
a presentation of WIPO and its platforms PATENTSCOPE and WIPO Pearl, and
describes the workflow carried out in the project, from the compilation of the cor-
pus to the creation of the final terminological records on Multiterm Online. The
third chapter delves into the challenges in complying with the guidelines during the
project, the problem of differences in rail terminology according to English varieties,
and issues pertaining to the creation of the Italian term entries. The final conceptual
maps and terminological records are to be found in the appendix.
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Introduction

The present dissertation is the result of a project in collaboration with the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) consisting in the creation of 30 terminol-
ogy entries for the WIPO Pearl terminology portal in the field of railway engineering.
The project was carried out in English, Italian and Russian.

The aim of this project is to create terminological resources that will contribute
to the standardization of rail terminology across languages and help intellectual
property professionals, policymakers, researchers, and translators navigate complex
concepts. In the process of creating the terminology records, I will put into practice
the skills I acquired in the Information Mining and Terminology course. I will also
gain insight into terminology work that is carried out by meeting deadlines, con-
ducting thorough research on the domain, and adhering to the guidelines provided
by the organization to ensure high-quality results.

This paper is divided into three chapters. Chapter 1 explores the historical evo-
lution of terminology from its roots in the 18th century to modern developments,
emphasizing the role of technological advancements and scientists like Eugen Wüster
in the growing interest in this field. It then discusses the interdisciplinary nature of
terminology, introducing the concept of special language and outlining differences
between terms and general words. The chapter also compares terminography, the
applied branch of terminology, with lexicography and describes the stages of sys-
tematic and ad-hoc terminology management. Shifting to patents and intellectual
property, the chapter defines intellectual property and patents, and introduces the
special language used in patent documents, highlighting its distinct classes of ter-
minology.

Chapter 2 provides a presentation of WIPO and its goal of protecting intellec-
tual property, as well as an explanation of the process of registering international
patents through the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). Furthermore, this chapter
offers insights into the PATENTSCOPE patent database and the WIPO Pearl ter-
minology platform. It covers the preparatory aspects of the terminological work,
namely the choice of domain, an overview of the WIPO-PCT Terminology Course
on Moodle, and a description of the guidelines. Finally, the chapter provides a
detailed description of the workflow, which begins with compiling the corpus and
selecting the English candidate terms, as well as the Italian and Russian equivalents,
and concludes with creating the final terminological records and conceptual maps.
The feedback provided by WIPO is also included in the final section of the chapter.

Chapter 3 begins by describing the feedback that WIPO provided with regard to
the terminological records submitted. The chapter addresses the challenges encoun-
tered during the project, and the solutions adopted, as well as the errors committed
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in the terminological records and the description of the mistakes provided by WIPO.
Here, I explain the issues with finding contexts and sources that complied with the
guidelines and the differences in rail terminology in American and British English,
addressing how the International Union of Railways attempted to standardize termi-
nology and how this problem has been addressed in the project. Finally, I discuss the
issues pertaining Italian language when it came to selecting equivalents and contexts,
such as the lack of Italian sources that complied with the guidelines, inconsistency
and generality in Italian rail terminology, and absence of Italian equivalents for some
terms.

The final conceptual maps, organized by subject subfield and language, can be
found in the appendix. The appendix also contains the final terminological records,
ordered by entry number.
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1 An overview of terminology and terminology man-

agement

This first chapter focuses on the core principles of terminology and terminology man-
agement, providing the framework to establish a basis for subsequent discussions in
this dissertation. Section 1.1 chronicles the historical development of terminology
starting in the 18th century when scientists began to influence scientific nomen-
clature until the 20th century, which involved practitioners, engineers, and various
international standardization organizations. Section 1.2 delves into the multifaceted
nature of the term terminology, identifying its three key aspects and differentiat-
ing between special language and general language. In Section 1.3, the relationship
between terminology, terms, and concepts is discussed, with an emphasis on their
definitions. Section 1.4 offers an overview of the terminographical process, which
includes collecting texts, extracting terms, and creating terminological records and
conceptual systems. Lastly, Section 1.5 explores the concept of intellectual property
and the purpose of patents, emphasizing the role of the special language used in
patents in redacting these documents.

1.1 Brief history of terminology

Terminology has a relatively brief history. In the 18th century, scholars like Lavoisier
and Berthollet in chemistry, as well as Linné in botany and zoology, demonstrated
the enduring interest that the naming of scientific concepts held for those at the
forefront of their respective fields. With the growing internationalization of science
in the 19th century, the necessity for scientists to establish rules for systematically
establishing terms within their disciplines became evident. International scientific
and technical discourse was starting to take place, and as science and technology
advanced and became more widespread, the demand for specific terms grew. Despite
the increasing complexity, the use of technology helped to standardize and simplify
the language used to describe these advancements, creating a more consistent and
shared vocabulary among different communities (Rey 1995, 20; Cabré 1999, 10).

In the 18th and 19th centuries, scientists played a central role in developing and
defining terminology related to their respective fields of study. This period saw
the rapid expansion of scientific knowledge, and scientists were at the forefront of
creating specialized vocabulary to describe their discoveries and theories. They were
essentially the driving force behind the emergence of technical vocabulary during this
era.

However, during the early 20th century, there was a noticeable shift as techni-
cians and engineers became increasingly influential in shaping terminology. With
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the rapid advancements in technology, professionals in these fields made significant
contributions to the development of specialized terminology, taking a more active
role in defining language specific to their areas of expertise. New concepts required
naming and terms to be used also needed to be agreed upon by specialists in their
fields. As a consequence, the first international standardization body, the Interna-
tional Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), was established in Missouri in 1904 to
promote more homogeneity in vocabulary.

A pivotal role in shaping terminology later was also played by Eugen Wüster, the
father of modern terminology and the main representative of the Vienna School, who
had an engineering background (Cabré 1999, 5). In 1931, Wüster presented argu-
ments for systematizing working methods in terminology in his doctoral dissertation
called International Standardization of Technical Language (Wüster 1931). Wüster
attempted to make it easier to organize and document technical vocabularies. He
believed that vocabularies should be organized in a systematic or structured way.
To achieve this, he proposed using a concept-oriented approach that helps to illus-
trate how different elements of the vocabulary are related to each other. In short, he
wanted to create a practical method for categorizing and describing subject-specific
words and concepts (Wüster 1972).

The 1950s saw a growth of interest in terminology theory, although the field
was still neglected by linguists. In the 1960s-1970s, the development of mainframe
computers and documentation techniques facilitated the advance in terminology.
The first approaches to terminology standardization were made thanks to the arrival
of databanks and the beginning of the international coordination of principles of
terminology processing. Cabré (1999, 6) places the boom of terminology between
1975 and 1985, with the proliferation of language planning and terminology projects.

She also notes how the progress in computer science in the 1980s played a pivotal
role in advancing terminology. It provided terminology professionals with an array
of new tools and resources that were not only better suited to their requirements
but also more user-friendly and highly efficient. Furthermore, the emergence of the
language industry market in that same period had a significant impact. With a
growing number of agencies and countries expressing keen interest in international
cooperation, this development further propelled this field.

Such advancements in terminology arose in response to other changes as well,
including the rapid progress in science and technology, the proliferation of new con-
cepts and fields, the unprecedented accessibility to vast amounts of information, and
the growth of mass communication enabling the widespread dissemination of termi-
nology. The resulting interplay between general and specialized lexicons contributed
to the heightened importance of terminology in our evolving society (ibid., 4).
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1.2 Definition of terminology

As both Sager (1990, 3) and Cabré (1999, 32) point out, the word terminology
refers to at least three different concepts: the principle and concepts that regulate
the study of terms, the guidelines used in terminographical work and the set of
terms of a given special subject. For this reason, as Sager (1990) notes, it is not
easy to provide a single formal definition of terminology, although such a process is
necessary since terminology deals with concepts, their definitions, and names. He
proceeds to define it as

the study of and the field of activity concerned with the collection, de-
scription, processing and presentation of terms, i.e. lexical items belong-
ing to specialised areas of usage of one or more languages. (2)

This definition is similar to one of the definitions provided by Cabré (1999),
according to whom

terminology is an interdisciplinary field of inquiry whose prime object
of study are the specialized words occurring in natural language which
belong to specific domains of usage. (32)

In this definition of terminology, however, she stresses the interdisciplinary nature
of terminology, which includes both theoretical principles and practical applications,
including the creation of vocabularies, glossaries, and dictionaries, and the standard-
ization of terms. The theoretical concepts within terminology are borrowed from
related disciplines such as linguistics, logic, ontology, and computer science. At the
same time, terminology may be considered a part of linguistics, since terms are a
subcomponent of a language’s lexicon. It is, therefore, a part of applied linguistics
that concerns the practical use of specialized vocabulary.

It results that terminology concerns language used for communicating specialized
knowledge and information within a specific field; this language is referred to as spe-
cial language or language for specific purposes (LSP). According to ISO 1087:2019,
a special language is “natural language used in interactions among domain experts,
characterized by the use of specific linguistic expressions and communication meth-
ods.” These linguistic codes share several features with the general language, which,
on the other hand, is “natural language characterized by the use of linguistic means
of expression independent of any specific domain.” (ISO 1087:2019) In fact, special
languages can be considered variants of general language, each having unique sets of
characteristics that change according to subject field, type of interlocutors, commu-
nicative situation, speakers’ intentions, the context in which the exchange occurs,
the type of exchange, etc. (Cabré 1999, 59). For example, the special language used
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by a physics professor lecturing to undergraduate students will differ significantly
from the language employed by a scholar presenting at a conference to a specialized
audience in the field of chemistry. Each special language concerns itself primarily
with terms, or terminological units.

Terms significantly differ from words intended as lexical items, as explained by
Kageura (2015, 48). The former, for example, possess characteristics and meanings
that are closely connected to the field or subject area they belong to, which is
something that does not apply to lexical units. Words also include both functional
elements, such as prepositions and conjunctions, and content-bearing items, such
as cat, tree, laptop; on the other hand, terms consist of content-bearing items only
since they represent concepts inside a domain. From a part-of-speech point of view,
terminology mostly comprehends nouns, although verbs, adverbs, and adjectives
can sometimes be considered terms when used in a specific domain. Additionally,
most terms are complex terms, i.e. formed by multiple words, while simple terms,
i.e. terms constituted by one word, are in the minority. Finally, while in general
language many words are polysemous and synonymous, terms in specialized fields
tend to have fewer polysemous or synonymous variations. This is because domain-
specific terminology is carefully curated to reduce confusion and ensure that a term
has a single, precise interpretation.

Recognizing these distinctive features and variations among terms and words
is imperative when developing a terminological resource. It allows to distinguish
terms from words commonly found in general language and facilitates the process
of associating terms with their intended concepts. Selecting the right term for a
concept is known as an onomasiological process, and it sets terminography apart
from lexicography, where the reverse approach, referred to as semasiological, is more
commonly employed (Cabré 1999, 8). As a matter of fact, semasiology concentrates
on the study of meanings and how they change within a language and therefore
characterizes the lexicographical approach. On the contrary, onomasiology deals
with the study of concepts or ideas and how speakers or language users express
these concepts through language (Rey 1995, 127; Santos and Costa 2015, 156–157)
Terminologists adopt the onomasiological approach because their primary concern
lies in comprehending the concept and the intricate relationship between terms and
concepts rather than providing linguistic descriptions of terminological units.

1.3 The relations between terms and concepts

As stated in Section 1.2, terminology focuses on terms and the concepts they define.
In the ISO 704:2000 recommendation, concepts are defined as “mental constructs or
units of thought [. . . ] which are represented in various forms of communication.”
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These concepts are established by categorizing individual objects through a cogni-
tive process known as conceptualization. From a terminological point of view, the
International Standard also defines concepts as “mental representations of objects
within a specialized context or field.” According to Dubuc and Lauriston (1997), an
object is “anything that can be conceptualized.” (80) These objects can be things
and events, but also properties and relations (Nedobity 1983, 70).

These definitions allow us to draw a clear line between concepts and the objects
in the real world they represent. From this point of view, concepts do not refer to the
object themselves, but rather to a set of characteristics that define a class of objects
and are expressed through its paraphrase or definition. Nedobity (1983, 70), Meyer
et al. (1997, 101), and Cabré (1999, 99) explain how a set of characteristics represents
one’s knowledge about a concept and provide a definition of intension and extension.
The former is the sum of all the characteristics of a concept, whereas the latter refers
to the collection of objects to which a concept refers. A concept has a broad or
narrow intension according to the number of characteristics it has. The names and
values of characteristics can be concepts as well and often denote specialized concepts
in a particular subject field. They may refer to general concepts when used in general
language but become specialized terms that should have terminological descriptions
of their own when they occur in a specific subject field (Meyer et al. 1997, 101–
102). The concept of velocity is an example of how a concept can have different
levels of intension. In the broad sense, velocity represents the speed and direction
of motion of an object and is widely understood in everyday language. However,
when entering a specialized field, the concept of velocity becomes more specific. In
physics, for instance, velocity is a narrow concept with additional properties. It
includes the parameters of magnitude and direction and is described in a highly
specialized manner. In this context, velocity is a specialized term with its own
unique terminological description.

Terms and concepts are linked together by definitions. Sager (1990) divides gen-
eral definitions, which describe a concept in a comprehensible way, from specialized
terminological definitions. According to him, a terminological definition “provides a
unique identification of a concept only concerning the conceptual system of which
it forms part and classifies the concept within that system.” (39) The difference
between general and terminological definitions lies in how terms are understood.
In natural language, terms can often be comprehended through the context and
sense relations they have in discourse, allowing for more flexible interpretations. In
terminology theory, however, specialized terms have fixed and specific referential
meanings within their area of usage, eliminating ambiguity and ensuring precision.
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1.4 Terminography and terminology management

As previously stated in Section 1.2, terminology can be defined as the study of
and the field of activity concerned with the collection, description, processing, and
presentation of terms. The applied branch of terminology, i.e. “terminology work
aimed at creating and maintaining terminology resources,” (ISO 1087:2019) is known
as terminography. Terminography is often compared to lexicography, the applied
branch of lexicology, since their output takes the form of collections of lexical or
terminological units; however, the two differ significantly from one another. As
explained in Section 1.2, the working procedure in lexicography is semasiological
as the lexicographer first establishes a list of words that constitute the entries of
the dictionary and proceeds to describe them semantically employing definitions,
whereas terminography follows an onomasiological approach (De Bessé 1997, 64;
Cabré 1999, 8; Kageura 2015, 53). In fact, terminologists first create a list of
concepts within a given field. These concepts are logically and ontologically related
to each other and form the entire conceptual system of a particular discipline or
activity. Each concept is then assigned a specific designation, which is the term
specialists commonly use when referring to it. If there are multiple designations for
one concept, either one is selected and the others discarded or more than one is
accepted, but one form is prioritized over the others. Additionally, terminological
lists discard words pertaining to general language only and contain terms that belong
to a specific subject field. This is because terminology is based solely on specialized
documents that form a corpus, a collection of texts (see Section 1.4.1). The selection
of texts and the methodology for collecting and analyzing them are determined by
the specific requirements of each terminology task.

As a matter of fact, every terminology task comes with its set of objectives and
characteristics that set it apart from other tasks, and this differentiation begins with
terminological search. Cabré (1999, 129) distinguishes various types of terminolog-
ical search according to two criteria. The first criterion is the number of languages
involved in the search, which determines whether a search is monolingual or multi-
lingual. The second criterion, on the other hand, determines whether the search is
systematic or ad-hoc. Wright and Wright (1997, 148) outline the differences between
systematic (subject-field-driven) and ad-hoc (text-driven) terminology management.
Generally, in systematic terminology management, the terminologist must collect
terms and concepts from a global field, construct one or more conceptual systems,
provide a well-structured definition, and create term entries that must be linked to
the conceptual system(s) so that they reflect the concept they design. These steps
can be carried out in a systematic way since the terminologist has the time to do
their research, select terminology, and organize concepts in a logical, structured way.
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However, terminologists and translators who have to deal with random extracts from
a domain, usually in a translation task, likely must comply with time constraints
and do not need to cover the entire subject field. In this type of terminological work,
searches are therefore limited to a single term or a small set of terms within a spe-
cific subject area or across different fields (Cabré 1999, 129). This is where ad-hoc
terminology management comes in: in this context, the terminologist or translator
must identify the terms, create starter entries, and document available contexts in
the texts they own. Should they have the time, they can research greater context
and construct a conceptual system based on available segments.

Cabré (1999, 131) identifies three main stages in systematic multilingual termi-
nological search, which have been followed in the development of the task described
in this dissertation. Firstly, one must define the domain to address, the final user,
and the purpose of their work. The decisions made in this regard determine factors
such as deadlines, allocation of material and financial resources, and planning of
the specific steps to be taken. In other words, the approach to each task should be
based on the practical constraints and requirements of the task’s use case. After this
stage, the terminologist acquires all information about the task and the framework in
which the domain is located, chooses the consultants, establishes the corpus, draws
up the conceptual structure of the field, and proposes a work schedule. Finally, the
terminologist proceeds to extract the terms, include them in an extraction record
with details such as the canonical form of the term, the context, the reference of the
context source, etc., and create the terminological record, which normally includes
the entry, the reference, the grammatical category, the definition or context and, in
the case of multilingual tasks, equivalents in other languages.

It is important to note that not all of the steps described above will necessarily
be followed for every task. The approach and requirements may vary depending
on the specific nature of the task. Some terminology tasks may require a more
comprehensive process that includes all of the steps, while others may require only
a subset of these steps.

The following sections will focus on the corpus and term extraction components
of terminological work, to lay out the foundations for the actual steps carried out in
the framework of the WIPO project.

1.4.1 Corpus compilation

Once the topic, final user, and purpose of the task have been defined, the actual ter-
minological search process begins. When seeking terms commonly used by specialists
in the domain, the terminologist must investigate how these terms are employed in
real documents related to the topic. This search involves the creation of a corpus.

In a general sense, a corpus is a collection of texts. However, within the area of
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corpus linguistics, the term holds a more specific connotation. Bowker and Pearson
(2002) define a corpus as “a large collection of authentic texts that have been gath-
ered in electronic form according to a specific set of criteria.” (17) This definition is
crucial for distinguishing corpora from other types of text collections. Corpora are
valuable tools not only for lexicographers, sociolinguists, and historical linguists but
also for terminologists. Terminologists can rely on these text collections to acquire
knowledge within their research field, identify terms and their attestations, recognize
synonymous terms conveying the same concept, distinguish clues regarding mean-
ings and relationships between terms, and identify collocates associated with a term
(L’Homme 2020, 33–34). Corpora are particularly essential for terminological analy-
sis, as they provide reliable contexts for a comprehensive understanding of terms and
the acquisition of knowledge about a specific topic or domain, which terminologists
often have limited familiarity with.

The process of compiling a corpus changes according to the scope of research.
Bowker and Pearson (2002, 11–12) make a distinction between general reference
corpora, which can be considered representative of a language as a whole, and
special-purpose corpora, which focus on specific linguistic aspects. Corpora can
also be categorized as monolingual or multilingual: monolingual corpora contain
texts in a single language, while multilingual corpora comprise texts in two or more
languages. Multilingual corpora are further divided into parallel and comparable.
The former includes texts in one language along with their translations into one
or more other languages, whereas the latter encompasses texts originally written in
the language(s) of study that share certain features or characteristics. For instance,
they might pertain to the same subject, belong to the same text genre, or be written
during the same period. In the case of the project outlined in this dissertation, a
monolingual corpus was assembled to extract potential candidate terms in English
(see Section 2.3.1).

When it comes to terminological work, the corpus from which terms are extracted
must meet specific criteria to ensure the reliability of the results. According to Cabré
(1999, 134), the texts from which terms are extracted should represent the field being
analyzed and possibly be written by highly reputable authors. They also must cover
all aspects of the terminological task to be performed, be up-to-date in order for the
terms obtained to be useful, and be originally written in the language in which the
terminologist is conducting the task. After assembling the corpus, the terminologist
can proceed with terminology extraction.

1.4.2 Terminology extraction

This step aims to identify the core vocabulary of a specialized domain, as explained
by Heylen and De Hertog (2015, 203). Texts from the compiled corpus are ana-
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lyzed and used for retrieving terms that will be later inserted in the termbase. The
terminologist can decide to perform manual or automatic term extraction. In tradi-
tional manual term extraction, the terminologist lists potential candidate terms and
consults with a domain expert to compile a final list of validated terms. However,
manual extraction has been almost entirely replaced by automatic term extraction
(ATE).

ATE is usually employed to create a list of candidate terms that will be used
as a starting point for compiling the final lists of terms that will make it into the
termbase. This is achieved by using specialized tools that can be either commercial
or free, web-based or desktop-based. In general, term extractors compare words that
occur in a special-purpose corpus (usually referred to as focus corpus) with words
in a general reference corpus in the same language.

One of the web-based tools for corpus analysis is the SketchEngine platform,1

which allows users to create their own corpora or use already existing ones avail-
able on the platform and perform automatic term extraction based on the selected
texts. This software allows to extract both single and multi-word terms, and the
Word Sketch feature processes the collocates and surrounding words of a given
word to provide a one-page summary of its grammatical and collocational behavior.
SketchEngine also provides OneClick Terms,2 a free term extractor that allows the
user to create bilingual glossaries on the basis of keywords found in parallel corpora.
Both SketchEngine and OneClick Terms exploit the same statistical and linguistic
term extraction methods and allow terminologists to immediately find keywords in
texts of research.

Free alternatives to SketchEngine are also available, such as TermoStat3 and Ant-
Conc.4 The latter was developed by software engineer Lawrence Anthony and origi-
nally intended for use in a classroom context (Anthony et al. 2004) Like SketchEngine,
AntConc provides a variety of features that help extract terms manually and can be
used to find clusters, N-grams, and collocations as well. The Clusters Tool displays
clusters according to the search condition, providing a summary of results obtained
through the Concordance Tool or Concordance Plot Tool. In contrast, the N-Grams
Tool searches the entire corpus for clusters of ‘N’ length (e.g. 1 word, 2 words,
etc.), allowing users to identify common expressions throughout the corpus (An-
thony 2023). The Collocation tool helps users find collocates, i.e. words that have a
tendency to appear near a specific word more frequently than they do when paired
with other words in the corpus (Baker et al. 2023). This serves as an indicator of
the common associations between words and how they can be used in context.

1. Available at: https://www.sketchengine.eu/
2. Available at: https://terms.sketchengine.eu/
3. Available at: http://termostat.ling.umontreal.ca/index.php?lang=en_CA
4. Available at: https://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antconc/
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AntConc has been used to extract candidate terms from patents in the English
language for the project. Section 2.3 will focus more on detail on the procedure
followed to retrieve English terms and their equivalents into Italian and Russian.

1.4.3 Conceptual systems

Term entries usually include fields to specify relations with other terms in the
termbase. This complex system of conceptual relations among terms can be vi-
sualized by means of conceptual systems and can cover several classes of concepts:
objects, properties of said concepts, relationships, operations, etc. (Cabré 1999,
133). Most of the time, terms are represented in the singular, but plurals can be
included as certain objects only occur in the plural number, and relations between
terms can be illustrated by different types of diagrams (Wright 1997). Figures 1.1
and 1.2 show examples of a tree diagram and a bracket diagram representing general
and partial relations between the broad concepts car and computer hardware and
their components.

Figure 1.1. Tree diagram representing relations between car and its components.

Figure 1.2. Bracket diagram representing relations between computer hardware and
its components.

Different types of relations can be represented in conceptual systems. Sager
(1990, 29) and L’Homme (2020, 145) dive into the different kinds of relations between
concepts and terms underlying the conceptual structure. There are two fundamental
types of conceptual relations in terminology: taxonomic and partitive relations.
Taxonomic relations are hierarchical and often represented as tree structures. In this
type of relation, generic concepts pass on all their characteristics to specific concepts,
which differ from the generic concept by one or a few additional characteristics.
The relation between a generic and specific concept is asymmetric. For example,
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the term greenhouse gas (generic) includes specific concepts such as carbon dioxide,
methane, and water vapor. Partitive relations, on the other hand, connect concepts
that are spatially related or situated nearby. They involve a whole and one or
more parts, without necessarily sharing characteristics as a prerequisite for such
connections. Examples of partitive relationships include the connections between
car (an entirety) and its separate components (parts).

Opposition relations are another type of conceptual relations that involves oppos-
ing characteristics and incompatibility between concepts. If specific concepts that
fall under the same generic concept are seen as incompatible, it means that they
are mutually exclusive. For example, within the domain of fruits, the generic con-
cept citrus fruit includes specific concepts like orange, lemon, and lime. However,
the relationship between these specific citrus fruits is incompatible: if something
is classified as an orange, it cannot simultaneously be a lemon or a lime. Opposi-
tion relations are important but are typically not explicitly addressed in terminology
work. It is important to note that not all cases of incompatibility involve opposition;
in fact, incompatibility can arise due to the specific category or context.

Although generic and partitive relations represent the foundation of conceptual
systems, associative relations may provide a more complex web of connections. Ac-
cording to Sager (1990, 34, 36), this type of non-hierarchical relations may be more
revealing about the nature of the concepts. He lists several possible associative rela-
tionships: cause-effect (explosion-fall-out), material-product (steel -girder), activity-
place (coalmining-coalmine), etc. Comprehending these relationships is pivotal in
explaining how diverse phenomena are interconnected and their impact on specific
domains.

L’Homme (2020) also identifies terminological relations, which “include relations
between terms viewed as lexical units and the meaning they convey.“ (155) Paradig-
matic relations establish connections between terms within the lexicon. Some ex-
amples of these relations are hypernymy, hyponymy, synonymy and antonymy. Hy-
pernymy and hyponymy are crucial for comprehending the structure of the lexicon.
They are hierarchical and asymmetric relations that maintain transitivity when mul-
tiple levels are identified. For instance, fruit is the broader category, i.e. hypernym
that includes various specific types of fruits, such as apple, orange, mango, etc.,
which are its hyponyms. Synonymy, on the other hand, is a symmetric relationship
between terms with identical or very similar meanings. Exact synonymy happens
when two terms share all of their semantic components, such as solvent and dilu-
ent, which refer to substances used to dissolve other substances. While there are
technical distinctions between them based on specific contexts and applications, in
certain scenarios these terms can be considered synonymous as they both involve a
substance used to dissolve or dilute another substance. On the contrary, antonymy
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connects terms that share most of their semantic components but at least one of
them introduces an opposition. This is the case of the verbs download -upload, which
in the field of computing denote activities in which a file is moved from one location
to another.

L’Homme (2020, 174–175) also describes syntagmatic relations, which entail how
terms interact with other lexical units in sentences. There are two guiding principles
that govern these interactions: syntactic rules and semantic affinities. Syntactic
rules determine how nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs can be combined with
specific parts of speech to fulfill predefined syntactic functions. Additionally, terms
can combine based on shared semantic connections; for instance, abundant pairs
naturally with terms denoting living organisms but seems odd with locations or
psychological dispositions. Although some combinations follow regular syntactic
and semantic rules, others, known as collocations, have more nuanced constraints.
Collocations are specific linguistic expressions where one word (the base) is freely
chosen, while the second word (the collocate) must be used with the base to convey a
precise meaning. These combinations, including expressions such as write a program
or develop an application, occur frequently in both general and specialized language
domains. Their usage does not always follow standard linguistic rules, but it depends
heavily on customary usage within a particular field.

1.4.4 Terminological records

After extracting relevant terms from the corpus, the terminologist will finally compile
the terminological records. According to Cabré (1999), “a terminological record is
a structured guide that allows us to assign information about a term in an ordered
fashion.” (139) Some of the details that usually appear in the records are the entry,
the reference and grammatical category of the term, the subject area to which the
term belongs, the definition and/or context, the source of the context, and notes.
If the task is multilingual, equivalents in other languages are to be added. This
information should be presented according to a set of standardized conventions that
allow users to easily retrieve the information and exchange it, especially when it
comes to systematic terminological work.

Nowadays, termbases are created using specialized software. This software can
either be integrated into computer-assisted translation (CAT) tools or exist as stan-
dalone applications like MultiTerm.5 These applications allow terminologists and
translators to efficiently share terminology by exchanging termbases in TermBase
eXchange (TBX) file format, the ISO standard for terminology exchange (Melby
2015). This type of file not only serves as a valuable reference for consultation

5. Available at: https://www.trados.com/product/multiterm
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but also acts as a helpful resource for maintaining terminological consistency across
translations, especially in team projects.

1.5 Patentese language

Special languages concern different text types, especially those that are more uni-
form across different languages. For instance, international patenting has led to a
patent structure and typology that are standardized across different countries and
languages, giving rise to what Lawson (1997, 171) refers to as patentese language.
But in order to grasp the language and terminology used in patents, it is crucial to
first define the concept of intellectual property and the purpose of patenting.

1.5.1 Purpose of intellectual property and patents

Intellectual property (IP) refers to “creations of the mind – everything from works
of art to inventions, computer programs to trademarks and other commercial signs.”
(World Intellectual Property Organization 2020) IP rights, such as copyright, patents,
and trademarks, can be viewed as similar to traditional property rights. They pro-
vide creators and owners of IP with the means to benefit from their labor or invest-
ments in a creation by allowing them to control its use.

In relation to IP, a patent can be defined as “an exclusive right granted for an
invention, which is a product or a process that provides, in general, a new way of
doing something, or offers a new technical solution to a problem.” (World Intellectual
Property Organization) In general, in order to obtain protection, an inventor or
company must file an application with a patent office that describes the invention in
sufficient detail to enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to use or reproduce the
invention. Drawings, plans, and diagrams are often included in such descriptions.
The application also contains a set of claims, which is used to determine the scope of
protection to be afforded by the patent. Upon submission, the patent office evaluates
the application to determine its eligibility for protection.

The purpose of patents is to protect the patentee’s invention and the interests of
its inventor by allowing them to control the commercial use of the invention, and the
language used in the patent helps the inventor to effectively protect their invention.

1.5.2 Features of patentese

Patentese is a special language used to describe inventions in patent documents,
ensuring legal protection, clarity, and precision in conveying the unique aspects and
functionalities of an invention to the relevant authorities and stakeholders within
the field of intellectual property. Applicants must carefully select every word that
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constitutes their patents to prevent competitors from circumventing and using them
with impunity.

Lawson (1997, 173–175) identifies five classes of terminology used in patents.
Four of them are patent-specific, while the fifth is technical terminology. Patent-
specific terminology includes broad terms, namely generic terms and other breadth
enhancers. Lawson emphasizes how claiming a specific item (such as a screw) can
allow competitors to easily circumvent the patent by substituting a similar item
(such as a nail); therefore, using broader terms such as fastener can cover a wider
range of items and methods, making it more difficult for competitors to find loopholes
or alternatives. For this reason, generic terms are very common in patents, and
almost any verb, noun, or adjective is potentially functional.

Applicants may use precision enhancers to modify the meaning of terms within
the patent and ensure that the descriptions are precise and legally sound. These
techniques include specific language structures like the or said to clarify references,
the use of known to differentiate between established and new information, which
to clarify antecedents, and respective to avoid ambiguity in descriptions.

Patentese also includes structure makers that signal the beginning of a section
(title of the invention, technical field, background art) or words that occur very
frequently in certain sections in order to help readers quickly locate their position
within the intricate structure of a patent. In other words, these markers provide
a quick glimpse into the content of different sections, aiding readers in scanning
through the document to find relevant information or sections of interest.

Patent law terms (patent, state of the art, claims, patentee) are also very frequent.
For example, the term state of the art denotes the present level of advancement,
comprehension, and technology in a specific field at the moment of invention, and
incorporates existing procedures, methods, goods, or technologies that are widely
accessible and known to experts in that field. The importance of the state of the art
in patent applications lies in showcasing the novelty and inventiveness of the pro-
posed invention. This allows patent examiners to evaluate the invention’s eligibility
for patent protection by determining whether it is sufficiently distinguishable from
existing technologies or methods.

Normal technical terminology is also widely used in invention descriptions and
specifications, which are written in an impersonal way and usually in the present
tense.

Such features have been encountered while searching for terminology in the En-
glish corpus as well as in Russian and Italian patents. Knowledge of these very
frequent phrases and terms was extremely helpful in term context retrieval, as it
made it easier to query definitions.
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2 Terminology project within WIPO Pearl

This chapter serves as an overview of the project underlying this dissertation and
the context in which it unfolds. Section 2.1 provides information about the World
Intellectual Property Organization, its primary goal and role in stimulating creativ-
ity and innovation across various technical and scientific fields. It also highlights
the importance of the Patent Cooperation Treaty in facilitating international co-
operation and knowledge sharing in the realm of intellectual property, also thanks
to platforms such as PATENTSCOPE and WIPO Pearl. Section 2.2 illustrates the
preparation of the project before proceeding to the terminological research, such as
the choice of the domain, the Moodle course, and the guidelines. Section 2.3 de-
scribes the project in detail, explaining the rationale behind decisions, and providing
a step-by-step explanation of the workflow, from building the corpus and extracting
the terms to creating the final terminological records and conceptual maps. moving
on to the challenges encountered while working on the project in Chapter 3

2.1 Overview of WIPO, PATENTSCOPE and WIPO Pearl

2.1.1 World Intellectual Property Organization

The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) is a specialized agency of the
United Nations whose primary purpose is to promote the protection of intellectual
property (IP) worldwide and to ensure administrative cooperation among IP organi-
zations. Founded in 1967 with the signing of the Convention Establishing the World
Intellectual Property Organization, it now has 193 member states, 26 international
treaties and 54 technical standards. It is based in Geneva, Switzerland, and since
October 1, 2020, its Director General is Daren Tang.

WIPO aims to develop a system of global IP consultation to stimulate creativity,
innovation and inventiveness in fields including industry, literature, art and science.
Thanks to its organizational structure divided into sectors and units, the agency can
carry out a wide range of programs and activities related to IP.

The most prominent among the services offered is the preservation and protection
of intellectual property. A key role in this area is played by the Patent Cooperation
Treaty (PCT), the international treaty that governs cooperation among member
states in the registration and protection of intellectual property. The PCT system
allows the inventor to make a single, internationally recognized registration of his or
her patent, thereby ensuring protection in all member states of WIPO. In addition,
the PCT provides decision support to patent offices and facilitates public access to
a wide range of technical information related to patents.
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2.1.2 International patent registration process

The PCT registration system consists of two main phases, and is well explained in
the official PCT Applicant’s Guide Introduction to the International Phase6 on the
WIPO IP portal. The process begins with the submission of an international appli-
cation and ends with the grant of national and/or regional patents if the outcome is
favorable for the applicant. These phases are referred to as the international phase
and national phase.

The international phase starts with the filing of an initial patent application in
the applicant’s home country or region, commonly known as the priority applica-
tion, which sets the vital priority date for determining the invention’s novelty. Next,
the applicant creates a thorough explanation of the invention, accompanied by any
necessary drawings or diagrams, to be included with the patent application. After
the applicant has established the priority application, they may file an international
PCT application through their national or regional patent office or directly with
WIPO. This filing requires completion of the PCT application form, payment of
fees, and submission of the invention description. Subsequently, an International
Searching Authority (ISA) conducts an objective international search to identify
potentially relevant prior art and assess the patentability of the applicant’s inven-
tion. This process results in the creation of an international search report (ISR).
The PCT application is then published 18 months after the filing date of the prior-
ity application, thereby making the details of the invention accessible to the public.
Additionally, applicants have the option to request an international preliminary ex-
amination (IPE) from a designated International Preliminary Examining Authority
(IPEA). This results in a preliminary examination report (IPER) that provides an
opinion on the patentability of the invention.

During the national phase, the applicant must file patent applications separately
in the precise countries or regions where they desire patent protection, adhering to
the procedures and requirements of each national or regional patent office. Based on
the respective patent laws and examination processes of each jurisdiction, these sub-
mitted applications undergo examination and further determinations. The applicant
must adhere to the deadlines and requirements set by each national or regional office
to ensure that the invention is examined for patentability and, if approved, granted
protection in those particular territories. It is crucial to engage with certified patent
experts who possess a thorough understanding of the patent laws and policies of the
desired nations to effectively navigate the national phase.

On the day of the successful international PCT registration, the full text of
the patent and related documents are published on the PATENTSCOPE online

6. Available at: https://pctlegal.wipo.int/eGuide/view-doc.xhtml?doc-code=pctip&doc-
lang=en&doc-type=guide
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database, allowing anyone to easily access patent documents and information.

2.1.3 The PATENTSCOPE database

The PATENTSCOPE database7 is the database through which WIPO provides ac-
cess to 113 million patent documents including 4.7 million published international
patent applications at the time of writing. Thanks to this tool, users can easily
query patents from all over the world and customize their search with operators
and a wide range of criteria such as keywords, IPC, numbers, filing language etc.
The search results screen then displays the resulting patent previews with their cor-
responding patent number, invention title, international class, application number,
applicant and inventor names, and abstract. This information can be translated into
all languages available on WIPO Pearl (see Section 2.1.4) using the WIPO Translate
Machine Translation engine, and up to 10,000 results can be downloaded in Excel
format.

Each patent has its own informative page which shows all relevant information
about the application (Figure 2.1). From this screen, users can navigate between
tabs to read the descriptions, as well as check drawings and additional documents.

Figure 2.1. Full information sheet of a patent on PATENTSCOPE.

Patents are classified according to the International Patent Classification (IPC)
established in 1971 by the Strasbourg Agreement, which offers a structured set of
language-neutral symbols for categorizing patents and utility models according to
their respective technological domains. The IPC classifies technology into eight

7. Available at: https://patentscope.wipo.int/
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sections (A-H), featuring approximately 70,000 subdivisions. Each subdivision is
identified by a symbol consisting of Arabic numerals and Latin alphabet letters
(World Intellectual Property Organization). National or regional IP offices assign
IPC symbols for patent documents, while the ISA assigns them for PCT documents.
For example, the IPC symbol for an invention related to railway safety technology
might be B61L, in which:

• B is the section that covers performing operations and transporting;

• B61 is the class that covers railways;

• B61L is the subclass that covers inventions for guiding railway traffic and
ensuring the safety of railway traffic, namely devices along the route interact-
ing with trains, signals, operation of points and signals, interlocking, block
systems, and level crossings.

The IPC publication is accessible through an online portal.8 Figure 2.2 shows
the scheme of the Railway class and its subclasses.

Figure 2.2. Structure of the B61 class and subclasses.

For this project, it was essential to possess knowledge of PATENTSCOPE fea-
tures, advanced search options, and IPC classification to identify appropriate texts
for the corpus and contexts for the terminological records.

8. Available at: https://ipcpub.wipo.int/
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2.1.4 WIPO Pearl: WIPO’s multilingual terminology portal

WIPO Pearl9 is the portal through which users can access WIPO’s multilingual
terminology database of definitions and concepts related to technical and scientific
terms used in the field of IP. It contains terms extracted by experts and terminolo-
gists from patent documents in PATENTSCOPE.

The platform offers a wide range of definitions in different languages to help
industry professionals better understand the terminology used in the field of IP.
This tool was created to promote clarity and consistency in communication across
cultures and languages within the international IP community. Currently, termino-
logical records can include up to ten languages (Arabic, Chinese, Korean, French,
Japanese, English, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, and German). The creation of
Italian resources is currently in progress.

Users can search for terminology on the portal using the Linguistic Search feature.
They can refine their queries by selecting source and target languages as well as
subject fields. A list of terms is then displayed with its corresponding reliability
value. In the event that the term is not available in one or more of the languages
on the portal, WIPO Translate will provide a translation. By clicking on each term,
users can view example sentences of its usage with corresponding sources, find the
term on PATENTSCOPE, search for images on Google and check its concept map.

The full record features the subject field and subfield and the language in which
the entry was first created (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3. Full record of the English term railway track with its synonym.

Along with the Linguistic Search, the Concept Map Search is also available. Each

9. Available at: https://wipopearl.wipo.int/en/linguistic
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bubble represents one of the 29 subject fields on WIPO Pearl, and by clicking on it
the user can see its subfields (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4. Concept Map Search feature on WIPO Pearl.

Each subfield has its own concept map. The WIPO Pearl concept maps illus-
trate generic, partitive and associative relations between concepts (Figure 2.5). By
clicking on the terms, users can navigate to the full entries. It is also possible to
visualize only the relation between two specific concepts of the same subfield and
find patents in which one or both terms occur thanks to the Combined Keyword
Search feature.

The primary goal of WIPO Pearl is to improve information exchange and mu-
tual understanding in IP-related fields, thereby contributing to more effective and
consistent management of intellectual property rights worldwide. In collaboration
with university departments, WIPO works with graduate students from affiliated
universities, allowing them to expand the terminology database with terms selected
from a field of interest. This is the project on which this dissertation is based, and
the preparation to the project itself is explained in Section 2.2.

2.2 Project preparation

At the very beginning of the project, I contacted my supervisor to discuss the
possibility of working with WIPO. I also discussed details and deadlines with the
project coordinator, who, after selecting the domain for which I would create the
terminology records, gave me access to a Moodle course to learn the guidelines and
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Figure 2.5. Concept map representing relations between concepts in the Railway
tracks subfield.

workflow. This section details the preliminary actions taken.

2.2.1 Choice of the domain for the termbase

First, the research domain had to be chosen. I opted to increase the number of
terms in a domain that does not contain many terms in WIPO Pearl. By using the
Concept Map Search, I evaluated the number of concepts existing in each field, and
discovered that there are indeed domains with even thousands of concepts: 5,012
in the SCIE (Natural & Applied Sciences) field, 4,797 in MEDI (Medical Science &
Technology), 3,331 in DATA (Computer Science & Telecommunications), and 3,213
in CHEM (Chemical & Material Technology) at the time of writing. On the other
hand, fields related to engineering aside from ELEC (Electrical Engineering) have a
substantially lower number of concepts on the platform: 986 in ROAD (Road Vehicle
& Automotive Engineering), 818 in CIVI (Civil Engineering & Building Construc-
tion), 639 in MECH (Mechanical Engineering), 535 in ENVR (Environmental &
Safety Engineering) 416 in AERO (Aeronautics & Aerospace Engineering), 266 in
MARI (Marine Engineering), and only 127 in RAIL (Railway Engineering).

For this reason, I checked the number of patents in the field of rail transport on
PATENTSCOPE. I did so by performing a search on the platform by specifying
the IPC class to which the results had to belong, i.e. B61. A search was performed
using a query that retrieved all patents pertaining to IPC class B61 on the platform,
regardless of filing office and language, found a total of 376,397 patents on PATENT-
SCOPE, underscoring the significant interest and innovation within this field.
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In the end, I chose the domain of railway engineering as it has a limited number
of terms on WIPO Pearl and gave me the opportunity to apply my language skills
to this area of knowledge.

2.2.2 WIPO-PCT Terminology Course for Universities

Once the subject field was approved by the project coordinator, I gained access to
the WIPO-PCT Terminology Course for Universities on Moodle that guides stu-
dents in the creation of high-quality terminological entries for WIPO Pearl. This
comprehensive course assists students in every step of the workflow, and provides
useful linguistic resources for each language available on WIPO Pearl. The course
consists of four parts: topic choice, corpus building, term extraction and selection,
and context retrieval.

The first section of the course provides information of the choice of the topic and
a brief explanation of what subject fields and subfields are in the context of WIPO
Pearl; in this case it did not contain information of particular interest, since I had
already chosen the domain before gaining access to the Moodle course.

The second section, on the other hand, proved to be extremely helpful as it
provided tips on how to retrieve eligible topic-specific and language-specific docu-
ments for the corpus that also comply with the guidelines presented in Section 2.2.3.
Suggestions for finding documents that relate to a specific area of knowledge and
are, therefore, topic-specific, include identifying keywords that help understand the
topic and making sure that they have a specific meaning in the designed field using
dictionaries and other types of linguistic resources, as well as using these keywords
individually or together to search for documents written in the working language and
further refining the keyword list. To retrieve language-specific documents, i.e. texts
written by native speakers of a given language so as to be representative of that
language, WIPO suggests checking whether the publisher is located in a country
where the working language is the main official language (or, in the case of patents,
the country of the applicant’s headquarters), and possibly checking the nationality
of the author.

The third section focuses on term extraction, which can be done manually by
examining the various documents in the corpus and identifying frequently occurring
and contextually relevant terms for the subject field, or automatically by using
term extractors, as also explained in Section 1.4.2. Regardless of the extraction
method used, terms already present in WIPO Pearl should be excluded from the
final selection.

The fourth and final section helps students select good contexts in eligible sources.
Three types of contexts are accepted by WIPO: defining contexts, explanatory con-
texts, and associative contexts. Defining contexts lack the formal rigor of a termi-
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nological definition. As outlined in Section 1.3, a terminological definition uniquely
identifies a concept within a specific conceptual system, classifying it accordingly,
a task that defining contexts do not perform. De Bessé (1997) also explains how
terminological definitions must not contain the defined term, are formulated by leg-
islators and standardization experts, and consist of one sentence. Defining contexts,
on the other hand, include the defined term, are provided by the patent applicant,
and often consist of two or more sentences. Nevertheless, defining contexts provide
valuable information to help the reader comprehend a concept (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6. Example of a defining context on WIPO Pearl.

Explanatory contexts provide a brief explanation of a concept, but contain less
significant information about the concept compared to defining contexts. They may
describe the components and functionalities of the object or idea designated by the
term (Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7. Example of an explanatory context on WIPO Pearl.

Finally, associative contexts, which contain the minimum information necessary
to associate a concept with a specific subject area and demonstrate its use by ex-
perts in their native language (Figure 2.8). Defining and explanatory contexts are
preferred over associative contexts, although they may not always be available.
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Figure 2.8. Example of an associative context on WIPO Pearl.

The course also included additional sections with language-specific resources in all
available languages on WIPO Pearl, expect English. As my project includes Russian
term entries, I consulted the Russian section for helpful resources to find Russian
equivalents, such as concordancers based on bilingual texts, terminology databases,
specialized glossaries and dictionaries, and machine translation tools. This section
also provides guidance on retrieving defining and explanatory contexts in Russian,
and refining searches on the Yandex search engine.

At the time of writing, the language-specific section for Italian is still under de-
velopment, but the general tips provided in the course were still helpful in retrieving
Italian equivalents and helped to better understand the WIPO terminology guide-
lines before starting the project.

2.2.3 WIPO guidelines for terminology records

In order to comply with WIPO standards for the creation of terminological records,
I followed the guidelines provided at all stages of the project. The creation of the
term list and the final terminological records, as well as the retrieval of relevant
contexts were subject to strict requirements. For the creation of the conceptual
system, no guidelines were given.

According to WIPO, eligible language-specific documents are patent descriptions,
as well as scientific and academic articles (i.e. sources written by subject field
experts who use correct terminology in their native language). Sources such as
Wikipedia and blog articles, company websites, dictionaries, glossaries and termi-
nology databases, as well as online sources cited with URLs in the term entries are
considered ineligible. Obviously, the texts also must not be translations and are
preferably written by native speakers of that language. For this reason, I devel-
oped the code for automatically retrieving patent descriptions on PATENTSCOPE
setting the criteria outlined in Section 2.3.1.

As for terms, eligible ones must be noun phrases that designate a concept in a
scientific or technical field and not just general descriptive terms and collocations,
such as control unit, steering system, and electric power. These generic collocations,
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for example, are not well-established terms in the field of automotive engineering,
and can refer to different concepts that may belong to other subject fields. Lone
adjectives, verbs and adverbs are also considered ineligible, along with set phrases,
idioms and collocations. Abbreviated forms and spelling variants have to be taken
into account when selecting a term.

The guidelines for selecting appropriate contexts for term entries are especially
strict. As will be outlined in Section 3.2, many defining contexts had to be discarded
since they did not comply with the criteria set by WIPO. Contexts must contain
the term exactly as entered in the term field, although plural forms are eligible, and
have to relate to the domain selected for the project. The guidelines also suggest
(but not required) that the context in the source language should as far as possible
contain the same information in the context(s) in the target language(s). As for
the sources, they must comply with the same requirements set for the texts for the
corpus.

2.3 Project workflow

After finishing the Moodle course and establishing the deadlines for the submission of
the list of candidate terms in English as well as the creation of the final terminological
records on Multiterm Online, I proceeded with the actual project. This section will
offer a thorough description of the actions I took in the process.

2.3.1 Compilation of the corpus

Texts for term extraction were carefully selected according to the guidelines provided
by WIPO on the Moodle terminology on corpus building. Thanks to WIPO’s helpful
indications on the Advanced Search feature on PATENTSCOPE, I was able to create
queries on the platform to identify eligible, relevant patents in the field of railway
engineering in order to maintain the integrity of the searches and the quality of
the terminology corpus. Figure 2.9 shows the query used to retrieve patents in
the railway field filed in English by inventors from countries where English is the
official language (Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the
United States), with search results organized in descending order of publication,
thus favoring the most recent patents.
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Figure 2.9. Query used to find relevant international patents for the corpus.

The query can be read as follows:

• ic indicates the international class to which results must belong; in this case,
the query looks for patents in the entire Railway class (B61), subclasses in-
cluded.

• lgf is the filing language of the applications; the value specified for this field
is en, the ISO code for the English language, in order to make sure that
the patents are originally filed in English and are not translated from other
languages.

• iadc refers to the inventor nationality, with each possible nationality indicated
by the corresponding two-letter ISO country code (AU for Australia, CA for
Canada, GB for Great Britain, NZ for New Zealand, and US for the United
States).

A first attempt to automatically extract text from patent descriptions was done
using the BootCaT toolkit10 originally developed by Baroni and Bernardini (2004),
which allows to create ad-hoc large collections of texts found on the Web in a short
time with a list of seeds as the starting point. The version of the tool I tried was
1.57, which has a GUI that the original version lacked. This version of the software
can also take a text file with a list of URLs as input, so I tried to create an example
list of patent URLs to avoid the option of copying and pasting all the texts into files
manually. However, it failed at extracting patent descriptions from PATENTSCO-
PE since the patent webpages are dynamic. This means that they change as users
interact with them, and BootCaT only captures the initial state of a webpage, which
is the version that appears before any user input or interactions have occurred.

For this reason, a Python script11 was developed to collect patent descriptions
from PATENTSCOPE using the Selenium library.12 The list of results obtained
from the query shown in Figures 2.9 was downloaded in Excel format using the
Download option on PATENTSCOPE. The metadata in the Excel spreadsheet was

10. Available at: https://bootcat.dipintra.it/
11. Code is available on GitHub at: https://github.com/racheeeeec/wipopatentscope
12. Documentation available at: https://www.selenium.dev/documentation/
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then converted to .csv format for further processing. The patent numbers were used
to generate the URLs of each patent web page and the Chrome web driver module
in Selenium was used to automatically click on the Description tab and extract the
text of the descriptions. In total, about 500 texts were extracted for each batch, and
duplicates were discarded using another script. Each description was downloaded
into a plain text file to facilitate processing with corpus analysis tools. Text files
were automatically renamed by patent publication number to help locate the patent
on PATENTSCOPE.

2.3.2 Selection of the candidate terms

After creating the corpus, the texts were analyzed by using the AntConc software.
The next step involved the creation of a list of keywords using the Keyword tool.
By reviewing the keyword list, I observed that several common terms had high
frequencies. Thanks to the Concordance tool, which allows to view instances of a
keyword or phrase in their surrounding context, I was able to check whether the
keyword list presented parts of compound terms (terms formed by two or more
words). For example, I discovered that the simple term axle often co-occurs with
other terms and/or words, as shown in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10. KWIC interface with axle as the input.

The Clusters tool allowed me to identify complex terms by generating uninter-
rupted lists of word and phrases that are often found in the same context or nearby
in the text. Thanks to this feature, I found out that axle often forms part of complex
terms such as axle box, axle bearing, and axle counter.
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Figure 2.11. List of clusters with axle as the node word.

An external search process was conducted for each candidate term to confirm its
validity and to identify definitions, explanations and visual references that would
attest to its established use. Terms that were too generic (vehicle control system,
side bearing assembly, service braking), occurred in just one patent (island presence
detector, wayside computing device, absolute coordinate system) or did not conform
to WIPO guidelines were excluded from the selection. The result of this complex
process is a final list of candidate terms, accompanied by synonyms, acronyms, notes,
and context information, which were added to an Excel document comprising 40
terms (30 plus an additional 10 as a reserve) to be submitted for WIPO evaluation.

2.3.3 Retrieval of contexts and equivalents

The most challenging part in this task was finding equivalents in Italian and Russian.
A throughout research of the English terms and the concept they represented was
needed before looking for equivalents in other languages. For this reason, I searched
for drawings and images as well as descriptions of the concepts expressed by each
term to understand what I should be looking for when querying in Italian and
Russian. For concepts relating to rolling stock and railway tracks, for example,
drawings were incredibly helpful as they provided a visual representation of the
object and let me comprehend what other objects tend to surround it. Furthermore,
drawings usually contain a list of all the elements shown in it, and by finding similar
pictures in Russian and Italian I was able to make comparisons and verify the
position and the appearance of the object designated by each term. For instance,
since many terms belonged to rail fastening systems, I compared drawings from the
same perspective and possibly with legends (Figure 2.12).

Reference texts, such as glossaries and encyclopedias, although not eligible for
being used as context in the terminological records, were extremely helpful. Since
patent applicants often provide brief or incomplete descriptions of the elements
mentioned in their documents, these sources provided further information. In Rus-
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English Italian Russian

Figure 2.12. Drawings of rail profiles used as a reference for equivalents of base plate.

sian language, it was really easy to find this kind of literature online, whereas in
Italian eligible sources and books are mostly printed and do not have an online ver-
sion. Thanks to the Russian encyclopedia of railway transport (Zheleznodorozhnaya
Transporta. Entsiklopediya) published in 1995, I was able to retrieve most Russian
equivalents of rolling stock and railway track components. Even though some of the
reference documents, like the encyclopedia, were printed in 1980s and 1990s, they
were relevant as main components still are in use in today’s vehicles and tracks.

There is a vast online collection of books, papers, and patents available in Russian,
making it relatively easy to find eligible contexts in this language. The search
engine used was Yandex, as it is the most popular one in Russia and is specifically
designed for the Russian language. For the retrieval of contexts in patents, both
PATENTSCOPE and Yandex Patents were employed. For Russian, no corpus was
compiled. The reason for this is the fact that queries which specified Russian as
the filing language would also retrieve patents filed by applicants outside of Russia.
I tried to specify Russia as the applicant’s nationality, but only 20 results were
found. Since Russian patents would be employed just for extracting contexts, I only
performed ad-hoc searches on PATENTSCOPE and Yandex Patents.

Defining contexts were selected over explanatory and associative ones, but in
some cases this was not possible. Therefore, other types of eligible sources were
consulted to find better contexts, such as academic papers, articles in journals, and
books. Most of these documents were non-searchable, however, and OCR had to be
performed. Although the quality of text recognition was not always optimal, it still
facilitated the retrieval of terms within these documents. If neither of these sources
provided a defining context, search shifted towards patents again to find at least
an explanatory or associative context. If a context was retrieved from a patent on
Yandex Patent, the Russian patent number would be converted in accordance with
the WIPO guidelines when cited in the Source field of the terminological record.

As for Italian term retrieval, the amount of sources produced in Italian by spe-
cialists with Italian as their mother tongue was scarce. On PATENTSCOPE, only
187 patents in the field of railway engineering and filed in Italian were found. How-
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ever, many of the applicants who drafted the patents found on PATENTSCOPE
were foreigners, or the actual text of the patents was not available. For this rea-
son, I tried to look for Italian patents using other patent search engines, such as
Google Patents and Espacenet, an online patent database maintained by the Eu-
ropean Patent Office (EPO). The former did not provide any relevant result, and
actually showed irrelevant results pertaining other subject fields, where the latter
was definitely the most helpful among the three search engines. Thanks to the ad-
vanced search option and search filters, it was possible to find patents filed in Italian
by Italian applicants. However, I was not able to retrieve most of the equivalents of
the candidate terms nor find eligible, defining contexts. For this reason, I decided
to look for other types of sources, such as academic papers, doctoral thesis and
articles in journals with Google Scholar. Libraries were also helpful since most pub-
lications are still printed or do not provide online access. Most sources I consulted
are published by CIFI (Collegio Ingegneri Ferroviari Italiani), the prominent asso-
ciation of railway engineers in Italy. This means that these texts have been written
in Italian language by specialists in their field, using terminology that is used by
people who work in railway engineering. These books contained plenty of pictures
and drawings depicting rail vehicles and tracks with the names of their components,
as well as descriptions of safety and signalling systems. However, Italian sources
only provided information about Italian vehicles and railway systems, and there-
fore lacked pictures and explanations of several concepts that belong to railways in
English-speaking countries.

Despite all the research done, for some terms it was impossible to find eligible
contexts, or even equivalents, in Italian. Better results were achieved in Russian,
although some of the contexts were still not as good as the English ones. This
difference in the quality of results greatly depends on the number of sources found,
but also on the difference in terminological consistency between the two languages,
as will be explained in Chapter 3.

2.3.4 Creation of the terminological records

Along with the search for contexts and equivalents in Russian and Italian, the pro-
cess of creating the terminological records began. After the list of candidate terms
in English was approved, the project coordinator provided me with the credentials
for the final termbase on the WIPO server. The software used to create the termi-
nological records was MultiTerm Online.

The termbase template was provided by WIPO, along with the updated guide-
lines for creating terminological records for WIPO Pearl. The records consisted of
three levels: the entry level, the language level and the term level. The entry level
includes fields relevant to the entire record and all the languages within it, providing
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information about the subject matter addressed in the record, and consists of three
mandatory fields, namely the Subject field and Subject subfield, which collocate
the concept in a specific area of knowledge according to the WIPO Pearl subject
field classification, and the Original Entry Language (OEL) field, which indicates
the language of the term that led to the creation of the record. For all terms in this
termbase, the Subject field was filled in with the value “RAIL (Railway Engineer-
ing)”, while the selected OEL was English. The Subject subfield, however, changed
depending on the term. The RAIL field contains the following subfields:

• Auxiliary equipment

• Maintainance & repair

• Propulsion systems

• Railway tracks

• Rescue & safety

• Rolling stock

• Signalling & points

The language level did not include any mandatory fields, while the term level
had the most. This level contains information about the term itself, its degree of
reliability, its status and usage within the scientific and technical community, and
evidence of its occurrence in specialized literature. This means that while the entry
and language levels are common to the head term and its synonym(s), the term
level is exclusive to each one of them. Mandatory fields at this level are Term type
(to determine whether the term is a head term or synonym), Context, and Source
fields. For most terms, especially synonyms, additional fields were also filled in, such
as Term description, which indicated whether the term was an abbreviated form of
the head term or a geographical variant, and Term Note, which allowed me to write
additional information about the term and provide contexts that did not comply
with WIPO’s guidelines and could not be included in the Context field.

The fields at the term level needed to be filled in for synonyms as well. In this
context, the term synonym refers not only to words that have (nearly) the same
meaning as another word, but also to abbreviated forms and geographical variants,
since they would not be considered head terms. For each synonym to be registered,
WIPO requires a context different from the one used for the head term, except for
abbreviations and acronyms, which do not need a different context if they occur in
the context of the head term; in this case, only the Source field had to be filled in.
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Figure 2.13 shows an example of a terminological record containing an abbreviated
form.

Figure 2.13. Example of a terminological record with an abbreviated form.

For geographical variants, a Term description field was filled in with the corre-
sponding language code (Figure 2.14).

Figure 2.14. Example of a terminological record of a geographical variant.

While creating the records and filling in the required fields, I encountered several
issues on Multiterm Online. If I forgot to fill in a mandatory field, the entry would
be locked by the software and each time this error occurred, an e-mail was sent to
the technical assistance so that they would unlock it. Error messages also appeared
in the case of a sudden disconnection from the server, even though the Internet
connection was stable. In addition, after WIPO terminologists began validating the
entries, some of the corrections I made before the deadline were reversed.

After finishing all the terminological records (see Appendix B), the terminologists
started the process of checking and validating the terms by directly accessing the
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termbase on the WIPO server. An e-mail was sent to the project coordinator with
a brief report of the steps taken and the conceptual systems in PDF format, the
creation of which is described in Section 2.3.5.

2.3.5 Creation of the conceptual systems

While searching for eligible contexts and sources, I also worked on the conceptual
systems, which have been created following the WIPO notation system to simplify
the eventual process of integrating the new concepts. The software draw.io13 allowed
to easily create the maps, reproducing the same visual representation of the maps on
the WIPO Pearl platform. The concepts were categorized according to the Subject
subfield classification chosen during the creation of the respective terminological
records, and a map was created for each subfield (see Appendix A for all the maps).

Although not mandatory, the project coordination suggested that relationships
be established between the terms found in the context of this project and terms
already present in WIPO Pearl. Relations were also signaled between terms belong-
ing to different subfields. Different types of relations are represented with different
types of lines: arrows indicate generic and partitive relations, according to their di-
rection, while dotted lines represent associative relations, as in the maps on WIPO
Pearl. Distinctions between different types of terms have also been signaled using
different formatting: candidate terms are in black without formatting, terms which
are present in the WIPO Pearl database are underlined, and terms belonging to
other subject fields and subfields are in red. Figure 2.15 shows the legend of Italian
and Russian concept maps, which also include proposed terms, shown in blue.

Figure 2.15. Legend for Italian and Russian concept maps.

The same steps were repeated for the Italian and Russian concept maps, and
while the terms on WIPO Pearl had Russian equivalents that could be included in
the concept maps, this was not the case for Italian. As mentioned in Section 2.1.4,
the Italian language is currently being added to the platform, but at the time of
writing there are no concept maps in this language. For this reason, the concept

13. Online version available at: http://draw.io/
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systems in Italian look significantly different from the maps in English (Figures 2.16
& 2.17).

Figure 2.16. Rolling stock concept map in English.

Figure 2.17. Rolling stock concept map in Italian.

2.4 Summing up

This section illustrated WIPO’s goals and some of its platforms, the preparation
ahead of the project, and the workflow from the compilation of the corpus to the
creation of the final terminological records and conceptual systems.

Chapter 3 will present the feedback provided by WIPO and shift the focus to the
methodological decisions that had to be made while searching for equivalents and
contexts.
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3 Methodological decisions

This chapter describes the approach taken to solve a number of issues encountered
in the project. Section 3.1 presents the feedback that WIPO provided on the final
terminological records and outlines the assessment criteria. Section 3.2 provides
examples of decisions pertaining to the guidelines provided by WIPO regarding
contexts and sources. Section 3.3 covers the differences in rail terminology among
the linguistic variations within the English language, and explains how this problem
has been addressed in the project. Finally, section 3.4 addresses Italian-specific
issues, such as the lack of eligible sources in Italian, inconsistencies in terminology,
and absence of some equivalents.

3.1 Feedback from WIPO

WIPO rated as ‘A’ (Acceptable) the 88% of the candidate terms provided, i.e. 109
terms out of a total of 124. For each terminological record, entries were rated
by three different terminologists in accordance with their working language. In
this evaluation system, the ratings are independent of each other; therefore, if the
English term in one record is not acceptable, the Italian and Russian terms may
still be accepted.

These terms are to be published after validation in WIPO Pearl, including credits
to the Department of Interpreting and Translation (DIT) and the University of
Bologna. The conceptual systems will be integrated into the existing concept maps
on WIPO Pearl.

Contributions are deemed ‘Not Acceptable’ when they contain one or more major
errors, such as inaccuracies or omissions in key termbase fields, or too many minor
errors that decrease the overall reliability of the entry. WIPO distinguishes types
of errors according to seven categories: subject field and subfield, term, context,
source, database integrity, i.e. a criterion that ensures that data fields are correctly
and consistently filled in, proofreading, and transcription, which only concerns con-
tributions in Chinese and Japanese.

Minor errors, such as misspelled words, incorrect categorization of the head term
and the synonym, missing information in the Source field, etc., were found in the
terminological records, but they did not prevent WIPO from rating the terms ‘Ac-
ceptable.’ Unlike for major errors, WIPO did not provide a full description of the
minor errors encountered in the final terminological records but rather signaled the
error code corresponding to the category of the mistake on the assessment criteria
sheet.

Therefore, in this project, only major errors prevented WIPO from selecting
terms. Among the terms that were not selected, seven were English (coupler, de-
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railer, derail, end-of-train unit, head of train unit, HOT unit, track gauge), seven
were Italian (leveraggi del freno, deragliatore, EOT, level crossing predictor, dispos-
itivo di testa, invertitore, traversa), and one was Russian (БИВ). These terms were
not accepted due to incorrect equivalents, ineligible sources, and the same context
for head terms and synonyms. Details on the types of major errors flagged by WIPO
for each term are provided in Sections 3.2 and 3.4.3.

3.2 Compliance with the guidelines

As explained in Section 2.2.3, the guidelines provided by WIPO were extremely
strict with regard to sourcing for contexts. Patent descriptions are considered to
be the best type of sources for term entries, however, it was not always possible to
retrieve contexts from patents, especially for Italian terms (see Section 3.4.1). In
cases where it was not possible to find eligible contexts and/or sources, terms had
to be marked as proposed instead of candidate. An ineligible context would still be
included in the terminological record in the Term Note field instead of the Context
field, which is not mandatory for proposed terms, whereas the Source field had to
contain ‘WIPO in collaboration with DIT, Università di Bologna,’ as suggested by
the project coordinator (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1. Example of a proposed term with an ineligible source.

Most of the contexts found in English and Russian were eligible. In some cases,
however, associative contexts had to be chosen over defining or explanatory contexts
because the eligible sources lacked definitions. For example, all the defining and
explanatory contexts found for подрельсовая подкладка (Russian equivalent for
base plate) were found in patents belonging to IPC classes other than the railway
class (B61), such as:

Подрельсовая подкладка относится к конструкции верхнего строения
железнодорожного пути, в частности к элементу узла промежуточного
рельсового скрепления, а именно к подрельсовым подкладкам,
предназначенным для установки подошвы рельса. Подрельсовая
подкладка содержит основание (1), на верхней поверхности которого
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выполнен подрельсовый участок (4) с поперечными выступами (5),
и подклеммные участки (6), образованные поперечным выступом (5)
и продольными выступами - крайними (7) и средним (8) [emphasis
added]14. (Patent RU0000168914)

This context provides information about the position and composition of base
plates in the railway tracks and their use. However, the source of this context was
ineligible, because it belonged to IPC class E01, the class of road, railway, and bridge
construction, which includes patents related to rail fastening components but does
not belong to class B61. For this reason, an associative context was inserted in the
respective field instead:

Брус железобетонный (поз. 1) выполнен с трапециевидными выемками
(поз. 2) для установки углонаправляющих плит (поз. 3), между
которыми на подрельсовые подкладки (поз. 4) установлен рельс (поз.
5), причем рельс крепится к брусу железобетонному при помощи
шурупа-дюбеля (поз.6), установленного в отверстие (поз. 7) и упругих
клемм (поз. 8) [emphasis added]15. (Patent RU0000216547)

Although this associative context does not include information about the position,
composition or function of base plates, it was eligible because the patent belongs to
IPC class B61.

Ineligible contexts also prevented WIPO from selecting five terms since they
represented a major error according to the assessment criteria. For example, the
terms end-of-train unit and head of train unit were not selected due to the fact that
the context did not include the term as entered in the Term field. In fact, in both
contexts, the lexical items that form the terms are divided by acronyms of the first
item shown in brackets, respectively (EOT) and (HOT). In retrospect, I could have
sought out more appropriate contexts:

End-of-train (EOT) units coupled to the rear railroad car of a train
are used extensively by railroads, and are configured to monitor air pres-
sure in the air brake pipe, which runs the length of the train, as well as

14. Base plate relates to the structure of the upper structure of the railway track, in particular
to the element of the intermediate rail fastening assembly, namely to base plates intended for
installation of the rail sole. The base plate contains a base (1), on the upper surface of which there
is a sub-rail section (4) with transverse projections (5), and sub-clamp sections (6) formed by the
transverse projection (5) and longitudinal projections - extreme (7) and middle (8). (Translated
by Rachele Raspanti)

15. The reinforced concrete bar (pos. 1) is made with trapezoidal recesses (pos. 2) for installation
of angle guide plates (pos. 3), between which a rail (pos. 5) is installed on base plates (pos. 4),
and the rail is fastened to the reinforced concrete bar by means of a dowel screw (pos. 6) installed
in a hole (pos. 7) and elastic terminals (pos. 8). (Translated by Rachele Raspanti)
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other parameters, such as motion. Mounted to the last railcar, the EOT
unit is normally coupled to the brake pipe by means of a hose and a glad
hand [emphasis added].

Railroads (AAR), two-way EOT systems typically feature a locomotive
control unit (LCU) 51 in the lead locomotive 2 and an EOT unit 55
connected to the brake pipe typically on the last railcar in the train.
Also referred to as a head of train (HOT) unit, the LCU is mounted
to the train operator’s console in the locomotive 2 [emphasis added].

The terms coupler and track gauge were also rejected, because the contexts were
actually extracted from translations of patents.

3.3 Rail terminology in English varieties

When railroads were first introduced and developed in the 19th century, both the
United States and Britain had their own unique approaches to building and operat-
ing railways, as well as designing rail vehicles (Encyclopedia Britannica 2023). These
differences in the history of railways led to discrepancies in English rail terminology
that persist to this day, despite an attempt by the International Union of Railways
to standardize it. Such issue needed to be addressed while creating English term
entries.

3.3.1 Attempt at standardization

The International Union of Railways (also known as Union internationale des chemins
de fer in French, abbreviated UIC), the worldwide professional association represent-
ing the railway sector and promoting rail transport,16 made efforts to standardize
railway terminology.

To do so, RailLexic Online17 (RLO) was established as a leading reference and
term bank for multilingual rail terminology. It presents a collection of approximately
12,000 railway concepts, along with associated terms in 24 languages, namely Ara-
bic, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Esperanto, Finnish, French, German, Hungar-
ian, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian,
Serbian, Slovak, Slovene, Spanish, Swedish, and Turkish. The UIC Terminology
Group has categorized these concepts into 105 specialized railway subject areas and
contain annotations with grammatical information. The goal of the group is to
enable experts to concentrate on the technical aspects of projects without being
hindered by language barriers; however, while doing research for creating the list of

16. More information available at: https://uic.org/about/about-uic/
17. More information available at: https://uic.org/support-activities/terminology/
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candidate terms, it became evident that differences in rail terminology among the
linguistic variations within the English language still exist, particularly in regards
to patents.

3.3.2 Differences in rail terminology in patents

Investigating and determining the terms used in each variety and their differences in
usage was essential. Differences in railway terminology predominantly exist between
American and British English. Table 3.1 shows examples of differences between
American and British rail terms retrieved from The Railway Technical Website18 by
Dr. Piers Connor.

en-US en-GB

conductor guard

freight car goods wagon

grade crossing level crossing

railroad railway

switcher shunter

tie sleeper

Table 3.1. Examples of differences in English rail terminology.

In order to determine if a candidate term is used in both American and British
English or just in one, and which one it belongs to, I consulted glossaries created
by companies and agencies from English-speaking countries. For British terms,
I consulted the Glossary of Railway Terminology19 published by the Rail Safety
and Standards Board (RSSB), a non-profit organization owned by major industry
stakeholders in Great Britain. The Compendium of Definitions and Acronyms for
Rail Systems20 created by the American Public Transportation Association (APTA)
proved helpful for verifying American rail terminology. While conducting research
on geographical variants, I encountered a glossary21 that also includes terminology
used in Australia and New Zealand. It was published by the Rail Industry Safety
and Standards Board (RISSB), which aims to standardize safety practices through-
out the Australian rail sector through cooperative efforts, while promoting knowl-
edge exchange and networking opportunities via forums, groups, and committees.

18. Source: http://www.railway-technical.com/glossary/us-uk-terminology.html
19. Available at: https://www.rssb.co.uk/standards-catalogue/CatalogueItem/gert8000-gloss-

iss-7
20. Available at: https://www.apta.com/wp-content/uploads/APTA-Compendium-of-

Definitions-Acronyms-for-Rail-Systems.pdf
21. Available at: https://www.rissb.com.au/glossary/
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Thanks to these resources, I became familiar with these geographical differences
before extracting the candidate terms.

The corpus built to extract the English candidate terms for WIPO was a valuable
aid in this process. As outlined in Section 2.3.1, each patent description downloaded
from PATENTSCOPE was pasted into a text file renamed after its publication
number, which was then analyzed with AntConc. I used the KWIC and the File
View features to check contexts for each term of research and find out in which files
the term occurred. This allowed me to find the publication numbers of the patents
that included the term, and I was able to check information about applications.
Thus, I verified the applicant’s nationality and determined to which linguistic variant
a specific term may belong.

For example, I researched the term hopper wagon, and found occurrences in
patent WO/2014/128448. Then, I checked the information on the patent webpage
on PATENTSCOPE and discovered that the applicant’s headquarters are located in
Great Britain (Figure 3.2). Further research on Google revealed that the inventors
are British as well.

Figure 3.2. Main information about patent WO/2014/128448 on PATENTSCOPE.

For some terms, I found definitions which also included geographical variants, as
in the case of the candidate term grade crossing predictor in patent US16622303:

A grade crossing predictor (often referred to as a crossing predictor
in the U.S., or a level crossing predictor in the U.K.) is an electronic
device that is connected to the rails of a railroad track and is configured
to detect the presence of an approaching train and determine its speed
and distance from a crossing (i.e., a location at which the tracks cross
a road, sidewalk or other surface used by moving objects) [emphasis
added].

The term cab signaling, on the other hand, is both a spelling and a geographical
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variant. Since the spelling changes according to the English variety, the term was
still signaled as a geographical variant in the term entry and the country code
was added. In this case, defining contexts were not found, therefore an associative
context was selected instead. The difference in spelling was noticed by comparing
term occurrences in patents filed by American and British applicants:

Further, the system and technique may be used in track circuit applica-
tions in which the transmitter and receiver are located at spaced locations
along the rails to detect the presence of a train in the interval between
the transmitter and receiver. They may also be used for cab signaling
in which the transmitter is located along the rail and the receiver is lo-
cated on-board a locomotive for transmitting information from wayside
to the locomotive, such as signal aspect information [emphasis added].
(Patent US10743591)

Both System A and System B inform the train driver 4 him how far
and how fast the train is authorized to proceed, as determined by in-
terlocking equipment 5. System A presents this information to the
driver 4 from a display (not shown) within the driving cab, and this
is known as ‘cab signalling’. System B presents the information to
the driver 4 from components of its trackside equipment 3B, known as
‘signals’. System B may supplement this information from signals with
information presented within the driving cab [emphasis added]. (Patent
WO/2013/153396)

In the project described in this dissertation, American rail terms were selected as
head terms, with British variants classified as synonyms. The geographical variant
was specified in the Term Description field and the corresponding language code
was provided. Table 3.2 displays the head terms in the left column with their
geographical variants in the right column.

en-US (head term) en-GB (geographical variant)

cab signaling cab signalling

joint bar fishplate

grade crossing predictor level crossing predictor

hopper car/hopper railcar hopper wagon

Table 3.2. Candidate terms which change according to language variant.
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3.4 Problems specific to Italian language

3.4.1 Lack of Italian eligible sources

As already mentioned in Sections 2.3.3 & 3.2, there were issues with the retrieval of
Italian sources which would comply with the guidelines provided by WIPO.

Finding patents filed in Italian was especially challenging. On PATENTSCOPE,
I created a query to retrieve patents originally filed in Italian by Italian inventors
and obtained 154 results. However, the descriptions of the patents found using
this query were English translations of the original Italian text. The research was
refined by selecting ‘Italy’ as the national office of the application, but I obtained
zero results. PATENTSCOPE was still useful in performing ad-hoc searches for
contexts (Figure 3.3), even though it would not retrieve results if I specified the
original filing language and the inventor’s nationality in the queries.

Figure 3.3. Result window of an Italian query on PATENTSCOPE.

As previously stated in Section 2.3.3, a search was performed on the Espacenet
platform to find Italian patents instead, and I obtained 458 results. however, the
retrieved applications included publications from other patent offices that would
be considered ineligible by WIPO. Thus, further research was needed to find the
Italian publications and extract the original descriptions. Figure 3.4 shows the
search interface of the Espacenet platform with the preview of a patent on the right.
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Figure 3.4. Search interface with the preview of an Italian patent on Espacenet.

Although several Italian patents were found and ad-hoc searches were conducted
on both PATENTSCOPE and Espacenet to find Italian equivalents of the candidate
terms, only 7 contexts out of 30 were extracted from patents. For this reason,
other types of sources were used to find contexts, namely doctoral theses and books.
Although most of the theses retrieved on Google Scholar were not open access, those
that were accessible allowed for easily searching for relevant terms and contexts
using the Search feature on PDF files. On the other hand, most books used as
sources were available in print, and efforts to perform optical character recognition
on pictures of the pages were unsuccessful, probably due to the low quality of the
images. The OCR results could have been improved if the books had been digitized
with a scanner, even if it is a time-consuming task. As it was not possible to copy
and paste text from most sources into text files, the Italian corpus was not created
and instead, ad-hoc searches on PATENTSCOPE and Espacenet were performed.

3.4.2 Inconsistencies and generic terms

While researching Italian equivalents, I observed instances in which noun phrases
that referred to the same concept differed by just one or two prepositions, even
within a single text produced by the same author. This phenomenon concerns noun
formations that differ from each other by their internal composition and the degree
of mobility of their components, as explained by Voghera (2004, 57).

For example, while English only uses the term cab signaling (spelled cab signalling
in British English) and Russian uses локомотивная сигнализация, Italian refers to
the same concept with several similar noun phrases listed in Table 3.3. Ultimately,
ripetizione dei segnali in macchina was selected as head term, since it has four
occurrences in three eligible sources.
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English Russian Italian

cab signaling локомотивная сигнализация ripetizione dei segnali in macchina

cab signalling ripetizione in macchina dei segnali

ripetizione del segnale in macchina

ripetizione dei segnali in cabina

ripetizione dei segnali a bordo

ripetizione a bordo dei segnali

Table 3.3. List of variants of cab signaling in English, Russian and Italian.

Different variants of the term were encountered in the book Lineamenti di in-
frastrutture ferroviarie by Franco Policicchio (2007), one of the eligible sources that
were used to find contexts. In one chapter, the author employs the term with both
segnali in the plural and segnale in the singular:

Il blocco a circuito di binario, pur essendo più costoso del blocco con-
taassi, presenta il vantaggio di consentire, oltre al controllo liberooccupato,
anche il controllo della continuità dei binari e la ripetizione dei seg-
nali in macchina attraverso l’invio lungo i binari di correnti ‘codificate’;
per questi vantaggi, è utilizzato nelle linee a più intensa circolazione e
maggiori velocità (V maggiore di 150 km/h) [emphasis added]. (150)

Le limitazioni del blocco fisso possono essere superate lasciando inalter-
ato il numero degli aspetti dei segnali (3 aspetti) e la lunghezza delle
sezioni di blocco (1350 metri) ma ricorrendo alla ripetizione del seg-
nale in macchina [emphasis added]. (152)

In some cases, Italian terms are more generic compared to their equivalents in
other languages. An example of this characteristic is the term piastra, which is the
equivalent of base plate (or tie plate) in English and подрельсовая подкладка (or
подкладка) in Russian. While in English, the noun plate is modified by either the
noun base or tie, and in Russian, the noun подкладка is modified by the adjective
подрельсовой, the noun piastra occurs as a simple term in the rail domain. The
definition of piastra provided by the Treccani encyclopedia includes an example of
usage in the field of building engineering, where piastra is followed by the phrase di
armamento:

Nella scienza delle costruzioni, nome delle lastre piane soggette a forze
perpendicolari alla superficie media (per es., i solai piani realizzati con
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solette di cemento armato appoggiate o incastrate lungo i bordi, le para-
toie metalliche soggette alla spinta idrostatica, ecc.), e anche di taluni
elementi impiegati in var̂ı campi delle costruzioni e aventi funzioni e
caratteristiche diverse: p. di collegamento, di appoggio o di ripartizione,
di rivestimento o di protezione, di carico o di sostegno; p. nodali, piastre
di ancoraggio, ecc.; piastre di armamento, quelle interposte tra rotaia
e traversina nei binar̂ı ferroviar̂ı e tranviar̂ı [emphasis added]. (Vocabo-
lario online Treccani)

However, no source included the phrase piastra di armamento, and the simple
term is used instead. Searching for contexts for this term, I also encountered several
instances where piastra was used to describe other concepts related to the same
domain, including axle-bearing components:

Normalmente i cuscinetti delle boccole sono montati con una leggera
interferenza sul fusello (tolleranza n6) e un leggero gioco con la fusione
del corpo boccola (tolleranza u9), mentre assialmente sono trattenuti sui
due lati da una piastra e da un anello dove si trovano le guarnizioni di
contenimento del grasso di lubrificazione dei cuscinetti stessi [emphasis
added]. (Panagin 2006, 144)

It should be noted that in some cases, piastra occurred as the head of noun
phrases, such as piastra sottorotaia or piastra per controrotaia, which are indeed
more specific than the simple term piastra; however, such variants did not come
from eligible sources, and the simple term is still more largely used by specialists,
especially in patents. Piastra was therefore selected as the Italian head term with
the following context:

Nell’esempio di figura 1, la piastra 63A è inserita attraverso uno spazio
esistente fra la rotaia R2 ed il terreno o la massicciata per agganciarsi alla
parte del piede della rotaia R2 che è situata dal lato opposto della rotaia
R2 rispetto al braccio di supporto 45. Per fissare stabilmente l’apparato
di controllo 5 al binario T_R, la rotaia R2 è serrata fra la piastra 63A
e la contro piastra 63B, preferibilmente tramite una coppia di bulloni di
morsetto 64 (uno solo dei quali è rappresentato in figura 4) [emphasis
added]. (Patent ITRM20120109)

Finding Italian equivalents for glad hand and jumper cable was challenging as
well. While these two concepts are designated by complex terms in English, such is
not the case in Italian. During my research, I learned that a glad hand is a coupling
device used in connecting sections of a flexible hose between adjacent rail vehicles
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that allows the hose sections to be detachably connected, forming a continuous
pipeline stretching from the head locomotive to the last train car. Figure 3.5 shows
the entire air hose assembly that is connected at the end of each train car, whereas
Figure 3.6 is a drawing of the glad hand coupling.

Figure 3.5. Drawing of an air brake hose assembly in patent WO/2006/026173A1.

Figure 3.6. Drawing of a glad hand coupling in patent WO/2006/026173A1.

Most authors of the Italian sources I employed did not refer to the single compo-
nents, but rather mentioned the air brake hose assembly on the whole, using various
noun phrases, such as semiaccoppiatori di testa (Panagin 2006, 688) or semiaccop-
piatori flessibili (ibid., 689).

Finally, I found testa di accoppiamento in a regulatory document issued by the
Italian railway infrastructure manager RFI (Rete Ferroviaria Italiana), titled Istru-
zione per il servizio dei manovratori in uso sull’Infrastruttura Ferroviaria Nazionale,
which covers the operating rules that rail operators must follow in order to couple
and uncouple rail vehicles in Italy:

Nei treni classificati viaggiatori, i manovratori devono congiungere fra
loro, oltre che i flessibili della condotta generale, anche quelli della con-
dotta principale per l’alimentazione dei servizi pneumatici esistenti. Per
distinguerli fra loro, i rubinetti e le teste di accoppiamento della con-
dotta generale sono verniciati di rosso, mentre quelli della condotta prin-
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cipale sono verniciati di giallo. Inoltre, le teste di accoppiamento della
condotta principale sono realizzate in modo da non poter essere accop-
piate con quelle della condotta generale del freno (Fig. 3) [emphasis
added]. (40)

This example is then followed by a picture that shows the glad hand couplings of
the brake pipe (in red) and the couplings of the other pneumatic hoses (in yellow).
(Figure 3.7)

Figure 3.7. Picture of glad hand couplings.

However, the term testa di accoppiamento also refers to couplings of jumper cables
and other types of cables, whereas the term glad hand only concerns couplings of
air brake hose assemblies:

Per l’accoppiamento della condotta elettrica a 78 conduttori dei treni
navetta, i manovratori devono utilizzare l’accoppiatore mobile (testa di
accoppiamento), che si trova sulla testata, alla sinistra di chi guarda
sopra la traversa, e l’accoppiatore fisso (a presa) del veicolo attiguo, che
si trova in basso sotto il respingente sulla destra di chi guarda la testata
del veicolo adiacente [emphasis added]. (47)

3.4.3 Absence of Italian equivalents

For the terms Automatic Warning System (AWS ), derailer, level crossing predictor
and span bolster, I was unable to find any equivalent at all since the concepts des-
ignated by these terms are not common in Italian railway construction and rolling
stock.

The term Automatic Warning System, for example, refers to a system that

is provided to give train drivers in-cab warnings of the approach to sig-
nals, reductions in permissible speed, and temporary / emergency speed
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restrictions, and to initiate a brake demand in the event that a driver
does not acknowledge cautionary warnings given by the system within
the specified time. (AWS and TPWS Interface Requirements 2021)

AWS is one of the principal warning and train protection systems provided on
the Great Britain mainline railway and on most rolling stock operating over them,
but it is not used on Italian railways and none of the specialists of the sources
consulted mentions it. For this reason, I opted for Automatic Warning System as
a proposed term and it was accepted. This decision was made since most names of
international rail safety systems and their acronyms are left untranslated, such as
European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS ), Automatic Train Protection
(ATP), Automatic Train Operation (ATO), etc.

The same decision was applied to the term level crossing predictor, another rail
safety system. Ricci et al. (2013, 281) mentions a level crossing predictor, but refers
to a specific system developed by Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Company, a
British company that supplies railway signaling and control equipment to the global
rail industry. The equivalent was left untranslated and the term entry was selected
as a proposed term instead of candidate. However, in the feedback, the project
coordinator suggested that a translation should have been proposed instead. In
retrospect, this is a decision that could have been made at the time.

This issue also concerned terms related to rolling stock, namely derailer and span
bolster. A derailer is “a device used to prevent the fouling (blocking or compromising)
of a railroad track, typically a main line,“ (WO/2020/018457) but no information
was found on the use of derailers in Italy, either in English or Italian. The suggested
term deragliatore was rejected, as the project coordinator found dispositivo di svio
as the equivalent of derailer.

No information or images of span bolsters were found in Italian sources, therefore
no equivalent was proposed to WIPO. When used in truck assemblies, bolsters are
usually referred to as traverse, travi or assi. Traversa was suggested as proposed
equivalent for span bolster ; however, no sufficient evidence was available in the
literature to confirm its accuracy. In hindsight, no equivalent should have been
proposed.
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Conclusion

The objective of this project carried out with WIPO was to develop terminological
resources in the field of railway engineering for the WIPO Pearl terminology plat-
form. This experience allowed me to implement the knowledge acquired through
the Information Mining and Terminology course in a real-life setting. I approached
terminological work professionally by adhering to guidelines and meeting standard
requirements and deadlines. This experience provided me with valuable insight into
terminological work that will contribute to my growth as a linguist.

In the end, WIPO rated as ‘A’ (Acceptable) 88% of the candidate terms pro-
vided. These terms will be published in WIPO Pearl after validation in WIPO
Pearl with credits to the Department of Interpreting and Translation of the Univer-
sity of Bologna. Despite the requirements that affected the quality of the results,
most of the decisions I took were successful.

The Italian terms provided in this project will be among the first to be added
to the database not only pertaining to the RAIL domain but among all domains.
Most terms retrieved for this project belong to the Rolling stock and Rescue &
safety subfields; however, this was done to focus only on certain aspects of this wide
domain. Further terminological work may be conducted to enlarge the number of
concepts in subfields of the RAIL domain that currently have a limited number of
concepts, specifically, the subfields Maintainance & repair, and Propulsion systems,
each currently containing seven concepts.

The process of building the corpus could also be further automated. The code
could be improved to extract metadata from the full patent webpage on PATENT-
SCOPE. This metadata could be used to divide the corpus into subcorpora based
on publication date, name of the applicants or inventors, etc. without running the
code several times.

Moreover, the results of this project might serve as a foundation for future ter-
minological work in the field of railway engineering, with the addition of Italian
equivalents for existing terms in the RAIL domain on WIPO Pearl. The conceptual
systems created for this project might also prove useful in developing conceptual
relations between equivalents in the other languages available on WIPO Pearl.
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